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Weekly Highlights 

Episode 14 - Wednesday, April 6th 
This was a very special night for 

The Whiskey Wednesday Show. 

Ken welcomed Newfoundland’s own Rick 
Mercer: comedian; TV personality; author 
and was Ken’s childhood friend. 

The interview is entertaining from start to 
finish. Amazing to watch two great 
storytellers at work. Many more details in the 
“Whatta ya at?” section of the newsletter. I completely agree with one viewers comment, 

“What a great connection the two of you have. This has been such a good time watching. 

This has escalated the Whiskey Wednesday Show to a new level.” 


For Rick the Goats learned Coast To Coast Fever by David Wiffen. Rick did a wonderful job 
with his introduction to this Ottawa singer songwriter. It is a beautiful song, can't wait to hear 
drums on it, thinking it will become a regular song in their rotation.


The music of Newfoundland‘s Ron Hynes made up the majority of the setlist this evening. 

A highlight for me was Ron's A Good Dog Is Lost which Ken dedicated to our dog Teddy, who 
fell ill when Ken was in Winnipeg for the Watchmen show. He did not know. I told Ken when he 
landed in Toronto and Neil and him drove straight to Peterborough (emergency vet). Ken was 
able to say goodbye and be with Teddy. One viewer commented, “That's the way to go Ken! 
With your best friend at your side. That's all they want.” We have the best audience!


The gear introduced were the Maestro Pedals. I complemented Ken on tonight's “Gear Talk,” 

it was easy for me the non-musician to understand. He demonstrated using his guitar and the 
pedals are really attractive looking, very retro!


Episode 15-Wednesday, April 13th  
Tonight's Show which was not Easter themed, started off with a classic Ken “rant” on all things 
chocolate. Did you know that Neil owned the original white Cadbury Easter bunny from the 
Cream Egg commercial? And if you don't like crickets this is not the episode to watch, lol!

Tonight Joey Serlin, Watchmen guitar player, was the guest. Ken put together a great video 
combining the interview and two songs from Serlin Greaves. The gear introduced was the

Maestro Ranger Over-Drive pedal.


Two musical highlights for me this evening. 

The Goats performed, for the first time, Highway 
Patrolman by Bruce Springsteen for Joey’s guest 
request song. Ken spoke fondly about his Uncle 
Frank who passed away and they performed a 
touching rendition of I'll Fly Away. I am sure Aunt 
Betty felt the love from our WW community.




Episode 16-Wednesday, April 20th 

Tonight's Show started off with “static“ but ended 
on a “high” note! Let me explain. The technical 
issue was-you guessed it-the sound of static. 
Problem fixed quickly and 3:28 minutes later Ken 
welcomed us back, “… this was for those of you 
looking for troubleshooting a live stream during a 
live stream…” I am always amazed at how calm 
Ken is, I know the Longtooth helps!


This week the show had a different set up. Ken and Steve swapped places. The Goats liked the 
extra elbow room. I have some suggestions for tweaking the memorabilia on the walls!


Tonight's guest was Moe Berg from The Pursuit Of Happiness. A viewer said it best, 

“The Whiskey Wednesday Show keeps raising the bar. The interviews and music clips are such 
a great addition to the show. Well done!” On a side note, you may have noticed last week Ken 
advertised the future guest, “More Berg” is coming up. I now spell check everything.

               

We have officially started a new segment, Whiskey Wednesday Guest Request. 
The Goats will be learning a new song each week that is chosen or inspired by 
the guest. They are enjoying the challenge! For me, by the time Wednesday 
comes around I have probably listened to the new song 50 times. It's quite 
the procedure. Ken first listens to the original song usually on the record 
player continuously for about three days. Then two days of band rehearsal. 

It's great to see the finished song on Show day. Moe's guest request song was 
Heartaches By The Numbers by Ray Price. 


The Maestro Comet Chorus pedal and the Jack Casady Signature Epiphone bass were both 
spotlighted. Mr. Grant did a wonderful job co-hosting Gear Talk with Ken.


Of course 420, 4:20, or 4/20 was acknowledged. Ken shared some interesting facts and they 
played Pain Free Living.


Episode 17-Wednesday, April 27th 
Another interesting Whiskey Wednesday Show tonight. When you have a live show you never 
know what to expect. The evening started with a viewer favourite, Tournament Of Hearts by 
The Weakerthans. Then the boys had a pretty deep discussion on how distracted they all were 
this evening. A little foreshadowing for what was to come. 


Sean Panting, a childhood friend and singer songwriter was the guest. Technology glitches 
started to rear its ugly head during the interview. Thankfully we could hear and see Sean during 
the interview and enjoy the two original songs he played for us. Ken’s screen was unfortunately 
frozen, we could hear him clearly throughout. 


After the Whatta ya at? all seven iPhone cameras went down at the same time, resulting in 
frozen screens. Barry maintained exemplary sound throughout the evening. Thinking like me, 
other viewers listened and treated the second part of the Show almost like a podcast!


No kitchen party after the Show, instead the Goats recorded a version of Shirley by Billy Bragg, 
which was Sean’s Guest Request song. Ken, the ultimate professional always wants to provide 
his best. Do yourself a favour and watch it, it’s on YouTube. There is however the beauty and 
magic of live entertainment! You have to admit every single Whiskey Wednesday Show is 
different! We have hopes and plans to completely upgrade the studio to prevent future glitches.




whatta ya at??? 

Episode 14-Wednesday, April 6th 
Where do I begin, this 40 minute interview 
covered so much. Move over Mike Buhler, 
Ken has a new co-host! I'm really proud of 
Ken, this was a big deal. And gratefully 
technology (and of course Barry) did not let 
us down! I thought Ken asked great questions 
and Rick did a masterful job following Ken‘s 
train of thought. It was really entertaining 
watching two friends catching up. 

You will laugh out loud!


When Ken started off with the phrase, 
“Whatta ya at?” he had me! 

I will try my best to summarize…


Rick is looking forward to his upcoming coast 
to coast stand-up comedy tour. It was really interesting to hear about his comedy history and 
his “boxer-like” preparation for the tour. You can see Rick is excited for this next chapter, 

“I am really looking forward to it, it's a big learning curve, it's something that I did after 50 
which is weird. A lot of people start in stand-up and then they look for the offramp to get to 
television. While I was never in stand-up, I did television, I've discovered a different offramp, 
I'm really looking forward to it, no doubt about it!”


Rick explained his process of writing Talking To Canadians. 
First step, “I didn't know how to write a book, I actually 
googled how to write a memoir. My editor said don't write it 
chronologically, I couldn't get my head around not doing it 
chronologically. So I started chronologically. Then he told me to 
stop. When I stopped is when I moved to Toronto to start the 
Mercer Report.” Ken asked, “… is there a part two?” to which 
Rick replied, “well I'm no fool Ken… yes I think there will be a 
second book… yes it will be on the Mercer Report years…”


One highlight moment for me was when Ken shared, 

“Reading your book again, really reminded me how you guys especially with 22 minutes, you 
took it from scratch. You know you were working out of a trailer, your set was a desk, you had 
very little budget. I have always enjoyed things that have come out of that, the most gratifying 
things in my world have come out of, you said it best in the book. There was no money but 

I was on the show, I had something. That is the way I have lived my life and this is fantastic to 
see that grow, you've done it so many times.” 


Loved Rick’s response, “I realized that my failures have always been well funded and my 
successes have always been drastically underfunded. And I 
don't know if that’s because you just have to step up to the 
plate and make up for the fact that there is no money but 
that is certainly a pattern…” Rick then shared the interesting 
history on the infamous “Rant” that he developed and ended 
this section with “I am not suggesting we starve artists to 
get good work out of them…” I agree!




I found it mesmerizing to watch both of them go back-and-
forth seamlessly telling hilarious stories about growing up 
together and reflecting on the early days of St. John’s theatre 
community. Way too much to cover so I'm just going to throw 
out key phrases… clean cut punk rocker (or was he?); the 20 
Minute Psychiatric Workout show; the band WAFUT; theatre 

teacher Lois Brown; Mike Wade and 1 Hayward Avenue; and touring with The Amazing Glenn 
who walked on flaming glass. Rick tells this story about Ken’s 
summer job like you have never heard it before! Did you know 
Stand By Me was actually our wedding song? You will have to 
watch the interview to figure out why this is significant!


Will Rick “Talk to Americans” again or finally run for Prime 
Minister of Canada? You'll have to watch (or listen to the 
podcast) to find out! 


We are so lucky that Ken is so technologically savvy. He did a 
fantastic job adding visuals and commentary to the interview. 

If you watched it live, I suggest you watch the updated version. 
Ken adds his humorous personal touch!


I was smiling proudly when Rick talked about our little Whiskey 
Wednesday Show, “… you know I spent all last summer (watching the 
Show), I would be out in the backyard, I would put the laptop on, it was 
great…” and “I always love watching Whiskey Wednesday and I see in 

the comments people we went to high school with, I got to say I get a 

real kick out of that.”


We knew instantly who he was talking 
about when Rick said, “who's doing your switching, it's really 
good… it's a great show, it should be on the network… the 
sound is great, the lighting is great, it's a great show” (he was 
referring to Barry of course) and “you are a very dapper band, 
two of you are wearing ties, so great to see Steve behind the 
drums doing well… I love the band, so I am thrilled to be on 
the Show.”


And just in case any viewers missed it our very own Aunt Betty 
shared this comment, “Hi Rick. I am watching from Mount 
Pearl every week and am related to Ken. Reading your book 
right now.” We just love you Aunt Betty! Yes we are working 

on Sorry Aunt Betty merchandise and if you don't know who 
Aunt Betty is you will have to tune in.


I would like to share when capturing these screenshots from 
the interview I quickly realized Rick’s facial expressions are 
fantastic! 


I think you will agree this special interview needed two pages.   

Pretty sure Rick has never had an 
interview written like this before! 

All spoken into my phone, in my 
bed, under the studio!




Episode 15-Wednesday, April 13th 
Tonight's guest video started and ended with  
performances of Love You Less and Morning Song by 
Serlin Greaves from their album Sad Songs For Sale. 


Have you wondered what Joey Serlin is doing? 

Since the Watchmen’s break, Joey has been busy building 

an audio production empire. Ken asks, “What is your official title at Vapor, CEO, owner, 
president, king…” Joey chuckled at this. It was really interesting to hear Joey explain the 
history of Vapor Music and the many years of hard work to get here. We are so proud of what 
he has accomplished and we are not surprised, quoting 

Ken “… the Watchmen existed for a long time as a pretty major 
business, me, Danny and Sammy really had no idea what was 
going on…” Joey did his best to try and explain things and did a 
great job building the Watchmen “business”. 


Joey credited his lovely wife Lindsey for both being his life 
partner and his partner in Vapor. I must say all the Watchmen 
wives are pretty wonderful. 


Episode 16-Wednesday, April 20th

Did you know that when Ken first moved to Toronto he auditioned 
to be the bass player for The Pursuit Of Happiness? He did not get 
the gig but Moe Berg actually remembered his audition. 


I am not very familiar with TPOH or Moe Berg so I found this 
interview very informative. 

 

Ken captured some great 
concert footage, I guarantee you 
will want to get up and move! 


Moe shared an interesting and I think pretty unknown story 
about how he received the nickname Moe. In case you did 
not know his real his birth name is Murray. I love the graphics/ 
commentary Ken is adding to his interview videos. 


A viewer summed it up best, “Most of us see you both as 
Canadian rock stars and we're all fans. I for one love seeing 
the two of you in a normal setting sharing your experiences. Thanks for that. Great interview.”


Episode 17-Wednesday, April 27th 
In tonight's Whatta ya at? Ken and Sean get caught 
up. We learn about the different projects Sean is 
involved with and they shared stories about 
growing up. I am sure, especially the 
Newfoundlanders in the audience, enjoyed hearing 
all the old places and street names that were 
mentioned. Lots of reminiscing about growing up in 
St. John's during the 80’s, a very different time.


Sean entertained us with two original songs

Man of the Year and This Minivan.




The Whiskey Wednesday Show Setlists 
 

Episode 14-Wednesday, April 6th 

This was a very funny moment in 
the interview. Rick had a lot of 
difficulty showing a page from his 
book on the screen. You see 
everything is backwards. It took me 
a while, but I captured this 
screenshot with Rick pointing 
directly at Ken. Can you find Rick? 
Hint Lois Brown is looking right at 
him! There are many other Whiskey 
Wednesday viewers in this photo… Clark Hancock, Ashley Billard 
and Andrew Younghusband to name a few. I am going to get Ken 
to do a “show and share” on an upcoming episode!


Episode 15-Wednesday, April 13th 
Tonight was the contest giveaway for the autographed copy of  
Rick’s book. To win, Ken asked a question about Rick‘s guest 
appearance from last week.


I did chuckle when I 
saw one viewers 
comment, “I think 
the contests are 
unfair for most of the 
audience. Having a 
couple puffs or 
taking edibles you 
can't watch and 
listen at the same 
time.” OK, maybe a 
valid point but you 
could always listen 
to the podcast the 
next day, lol! 


By the way the 
answer was Foxtrap!


http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com


Episode 16-Wednesday, April 20th

I know, I know, I have mentioned quite a few 
times that The Whiskey Wednesday Show is 
available as a podcast. 


I personally like listening to podcasts and 
have a few favourites. In my humble opinion 
the Show really translates well into this 
format. 


It's amazing what you miss when watching 
the Show live. There is something so different 
listening versus watching. The music really 
does sound great and Ken’s stories are priceless. 


I am actually listening to this Ep.16 while writing this and I am realizing 
when Ken goes off on one of his “rants” they are even more entertaining 
while listening because you're making up your own images in your mind. 
Right now he's giving us the image of walking into Sharpe’s, our grocery 

store, like it's The Walking Dead. You know what I'm going to say, you're going to have to listen 
to the podcast to truly understand. Warning you will hear Ken slurping his Longtooth beer. 


Ken tries to have the podcast up by Friday. So the next time you're in the car or relaxing try 
listening to the podcast. I am contemplating adding a new feature in future newsletters, a 
Podcast Watching Guide. I could add my own observations, clarify or correct some things, 

Ken does tell wonderfully exaggerated stories sometimes, and maybe add a photo or two!




Episode 17-Wednesday, April 27th 
As Ken mentioned on the Show we are renovating our 
bathroom to make it wheelchair accessible. Thanks to an 
amazing grant from the March of Dimes I'm going to be 

able to have a shower for the first time in two years. 


I think we did a pretty good job 
giving the contractors their space 
while providing me privacy! I am 
planning to have a bonus renovation 
feature in next month’s newsletter.




Gear Talk… 
April is Gibson month at Long & McQuade. 

We will celebrate this with a month filled 
with Gibson and 


Gibson related products.  


Episode 14-Wednesday, April 6th 
In this first week we looked at the Meastro Ranger Over Drive which adds that little boost that 
can go from gritty to full on tube blowing overdrive.


Ken’s feet are getting a lot of camera time, we 
are thinking maybe Whiskey Wednesday Show 
socks might be fun!


Episode 15-Wednesday, April 13th 
The Maestro Comet Chorus offers a lovely 
subtle chorus that can be adjusted to an almost 
choppy tremolo sound.


Episode 16-Wednesday, April 20th 

The Jack Casady Signature Epiphone bass in 
Pelham Blue is a groovy fun semi-holobody 
bass with enough growl for any rock band.


Episode 17-Wednesday, April 27th 
The Maestro Invader Distortion is the final pedal in this months Gear Chat 
series… great unit for light dirt or heavy distortion…




Life Under the Studio 

The inspiration for Easter this year was peeps and gnomes. A 
fun fact, I was not familiar with peeps before I met Ken. Now 
they are a must have throughout Easter and Ken opens the 
package and allows them to harden to the appropriate 
staleness. And the gnomes, how adorable are they!












Meet A Team Member  
Ken Grant - bass guitarist


Ken or Mr. Grant to many of us has been in our Ken’s musical 
world for many years. Mr. Grant has been in three different band 
formations with Ken. With the Variety Show Players there were 
three Kens in the band, hence the name change to Mr. Grant.


It just feels like Mr. Grant has 
always been a part of our family. Our girls often say we don't 
remember a holiday without Mr. Grant joining us. We just had this 
debate at Easter, we think he’s going on 13 years of eating Ken’s 
delicious Turkey dinner with Mt. Scio savory dressing.


Mr. Grant is also our animal/house sitter. For about seven years 
we would go on our summer across Canada & US family RV road/
solo tours and Mr. Grant would move in. He would take care of 
the house, the cat and even a lizard for a couple of summers.


As Ken always says Mr. Grant the wisest man I know! 


Sneak Peek 
Wednesday, May 4 - All Together Now album anniversary 
Ken will share how this special collaboration with 44 guest musicians produced this album.

Guest: Sammy Kohn (Watchmen drummer and Ken has proclaimed him a Beatles expert)

Wednesday, May 11 - Contest Giveaway  
Guest: Darryl Hurs (Indie 101/Cd Baby)

*Sunday, May 15th at 2pm - Sunday Singalong with Pastor Ken* RESCHEDULED  
Come and enjoy classic Country gospel hymns. Ken provides on screen song lyrics/charts so 
you can singalong or strum-along at home! Dust off your guitar or fiddle!  
Wednesday, May 18 - Another Newfoundland Screech-In 

Come join part two of stories from The Rock, when Andrew another childhood friend visits!

Guest: Andrew Younghusband (Host-Canada’s Worst Driver/Handyman)

Wednesday, May 25 - Live performance with Matt Mays 
Yes, the Goats are excited to welcome Matt into the studio for the evening

Guest: Matt Mays (Canadian singer songwriter) 


Contest Giveaway  
This beautiful Tim Lee (Artist) designed All Together Now flag is up for 
grabs! How do you win? Ken is going to ask a question about the album.


For the month of May, to celebrate the anniversary, there will be “specials” 
on All Together Now merchandise. Also at the end of each episode, Ken 
will introduce and then show one of the four videos he created which 
partnered a song with an artist. The February Wrap-Up newsletter has a 
detailed review of the album, put together by me, in case you would like 
some homework!


                   Yabba Dabba Do!  
See you at the next Whiskey Wednesday Show! 



Bonus Feature 

May Merch Month  
Stay Tuned… 

Brand new The Whiskey Wednesday Show merchandise has 
been ordered, we anticipate arrival in the next few weeks 




